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Abstract 

At the centenary of the Turkish Republic, 84 years after his passing, and despite two decades 
under Islamist governments, Mustafa Kemal’s statues still adorn public places. It is still a 
crime to insult his memory, and any act or statement against him can still provoke a genuine 
nationwide outcry. This is a level of public sanctity and adulation that very few 20th century 
leaders have come to enjoy. In fact, as a national symbol, Atatürk and Kemalism, the secular 
nationalist worldview upheld by self-declared followers of Mustafa Kemal’s path, have been 
undergoing a renaissance of sorts in recent years, becoming ever more popular. Although it 
is attractive, and not entirely inaccurate, to read this resurgence in terms of a state vs. 
society dialectic, as in, state-imposed religiosity triggering a secular societal backlash, this 
would also be simplistic. For one, it divides history into neatly separated Kemalist and post-
Kemalist eras, ignoring the continuities that run through them, including pragmatic alliances 
between seemingly irreconcilable political actors. More importantly, it risks treating Turkey 
in a vacuum: Kemalism and all its prefixed incarnations (anti-, post-, neo-) have emerged in 
the context of the wider intellectual and political currents of their time. Without this wider 
context – of post-modernism, neoliberalism and globalisation, as well as their discontents –
the latest shift in narratives in Turkey cannot be understood. In this vein, this presentation 
provides an overview of the origins, evolution and various reinterpretations of Kemalism in 
changing historico-political circumstances over the past century. It then discusses the 
intellectual and political context surrounding the rise and decline of the so- called “post-
Kemalist paradigm”. It concludes with questioning the implications of the emergence of 
“neo” Kemalisms for Turkey’s engagement with the wider world, as well as with its own past, 
present and future.  
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